
Police Community Dialogue 



Addressing complex issues with roots in 
historical oppression and impacted by 

broader economic injustices 

Responses must be comprehensive and multi-faceted 
 
Among the many needed solutions, there is a role for mediation and 
dialogue 



Three dialogue based approaches: 

u Police Complaint 
Mediation 

 
u Police Youth Dialogue 

Circles 
 
u Collaborative Policy 

Development 



Who we are 

Community Mediation Maryland (CMM) 
supports the work of 17 grassroots community 
mediation centers to provide free mediation 
services to resolve a range of interpersonal 
and community conflicts. CMM identifies and 
develops new uses for mediation to respond to 
complex social challenges in which 
relationships matter. 

u  Tracee Ford, CMM 

u  Lorig Charkoudian, CMM 

u  Marvin McKenstry, Youth Opportunities Center, West 
Baltimore 

u  Officer Zachary Novak, Baltimore City Police Department, 
Western District 



Police Complaint Mediation 

u  Voluntary mediation between police and 
residents  

u  Used in place of the traditional Internal Affairs 
investigation   

u  Complaints such as Harsh Language, 
Unprofessional Behavior, or Disrespect.   

u  Mediation gives both the resident and the 
officer a voice in a direct conversation where 
each can explain their experience of the 
situation.   

u  When appropriate, they can develop 
agreements for their future interactions.   

u  Police Complaint mediation allows for 
community members and officers to build 
understanding around what happened in the 
situation, creating bridges between law 
enforcement and the community.   



Police Complaint Mediation 

u  Program built with input from a diverse 
group of stake-holders 

u  Mediation provided by an agency viewed 
as neutral by both community members 
and officers. 

u  Mediations held at a time and place 
convenient to everyone, in a location 
considered neutral and accessible. 

u  Mediators reflect the diversity of the 
community. 

u  Extensive skills-based training for mediators. 

u  Co-mediation model preferred. 



Police Complaint Mediation 
Outcomes – New Orleans Police Community Mediation Program 

100% police officers and civilians thought that the mediation meetings were unbiased.  

100% of all police officers and civilians appreciated having the opportunity to speak with one another and found the 
mediation to be successful.  

89% of civilians agreed that, “This session helped me gain a better understanding of policing.” 

92% of police officers agreed that, “Mediation is a good way of resolving disputes between civilians and police officers.” 

100% of police officers agreed that “The mediation session helped build mutual respect between me and civilian.” 

83% of civilians agreed or strongly agreed that, “The mediation session helped build mutual respect between me and 
officer.” 

92% of police officers agreed that, “This session helped me gain a better understanding of the civilian’s point of view.” 

100% of police officers agreed that, “If I receive a civilian complaint in the future I would agree to a mediation meeting.” 

Most civilians agreed that, “If I have a complaint against a police officer in the future, I would agree to a mediation meeting.”  

Most civilians agreed that “If I had information about a crime or incident in my neighborhood I would share that information 
with the police officer who participated in the mediation.”  Ev
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After the mediation session, surveys showed an increase in:  
 

u  Both police officer and civilians’ view that mediation 
would help resolve the issue(s).  

u  Civilians’ and Officers’ views that mediation is a better 
option than formal disciplinary actions against police 
officers. 

u  Civilians’ view that police officers have respect for the 
community they serve. 

Police Complaint Mediation 
Outcomes – New Orleans Police Community Mediation Program 



Police Complaint Mediation 
Outcomes – New Orleans Police Community Mediation Program 

Feedback from Police Officers: 

u  “After the mediation, I became more aware of community needs.  
I got a better understanding of how people view the police.  I 
would encourage others to take advantage of the opportunity.”  

u  “It opened my eyes that I should treat the public better and 
communicate with residents in a new way… even though I might 
be having a bad day. I should remember that they are the victim 
and that no matter how bad my day is going I should take them 
into consideration because they are the victim of a crime or 
something or else they wouldn’t be calling the police.” 

u  “It was helpful getting the average person who’s not the police to 
understand your side as a police officer as well as get you to 
understand their feelings because a lot of times when you’re 
interacting with people on the street, they don’t really express how 
they’re feeling until after. It’s like they want to say so much but 
everything doesn’t come out and I guess because people’s 
emotions are all over the place so it [mediation] just gives you a 
chance to really understand.” 

u  “I valued being able to hear each other and establish 
common ground. I also appreciate that there is an option 
for handling complaints in a non-punitive way.”  

u  “We were able to sit down face to face and talk about 
our perceptions of each other, how she perceived me as 
an older white officer and how I perceived her as a 
young, black activist even to the detail of what the 
symbols on her jewelry make me think of her.  We had a 
good lengthy discussion about race in a safe space we 
couldn’t have during our first encounter.  I didn’t want to 
go into it but she brought up race so the mediators invited 
us to talk about it since it was important to her.  Although I 
was uncomfortable at first, I realized how important it was 
to her.  It was eye-opening for me as I’ve never had these 
conversations with someone of color.  I was able to tell her 
what the policy was and why I acted the way I did and 
she also shared how she felt about how I treated her.  
Please tell anyone in the community or in the police they 
can contact me if they want to know more about 
mediation.  This is good for our city.” 



Police Complaint Mediation 
Outcomes – New Orleans Police Community Mediation Program 

Feedback from Residents: 
 

u  “More than anything in the world, I wanted to sit down at a 
table with this officer and tell him how I felt. This program 
helped me do that. It felt so different and I was glad my case 
was referred to mediation. I was able to confront the officer in 
a respectful way that helped us get down to the root of what 
was going on. It wasn’t just about me and him but about this 
city, public safety, and how what he does can contribute to 
whether this city will survive, if local people will continue 
moving away, or if locally-owned businesses like mine will stay 
in business.” 

u  “I feel so much better after talking to the officer in mediation. 
Really, we just had different perceptions about what was 
happening and now we are able to see each other’s sides 
rather than get mad about it. I really feel like she [the officer] 
understood me and cares about me.” 

u  “I learned about police protocol and 
challenges and would recommend it to 
friends or family considering the 
process.”  

u  “I never thought I’d say it, but maybe 
New Orleans cops aren’t that bad. The 
officer really took the time to hear me 
out and I truly appreciated the chance 
to speak eye to eye with him.” 

u  “I appreciated the opportunity to speak 
to [the officer] directly. It’s not often that 
people get the chance to actually 
express your frustrations to those with 
power in a calm, safe way so that was a 
good opportunity.”  



u  Office of the Independent Police Monitor, New Orleans, Louisiana 

u  Office of Civilian Complaints, San Francisco, California 

u  Internal Affairs Group of the Los Angeles Police Department, Los Angeles, California 

u  Office of the Police Monitor, Austin, Texas 

u  NYC Civilian Complaint Review Board, New York, New York 

u  Office of Community Complaints, Kansas City, Missouri 

u  Police Review Commission of the City of Berkeley Police, Berkeley, California 

u  Community Mediation Center of Calvert, Calvert County, Maryland 

u  Independent Police Review, Portland, Oregon 

u  Albany Civilians’ Police Review Board, Albany, New York 

u  Office of Civil Rights & Wage Enforcement, Baltimore, Maryland 

Police Complaint Mediation 
Cities with Police Complaint Mediation 



Legislation in Maryland 

u  May 2015: Legislative Public Safety and Policing Work Group  

u  Recommended Creation of the Police Training and Standards Commission 

 

Recommended: 

u  The MPTSC shall develop a Police Complaint Mediation Program in which 
certain non-violent complaints made against police officers are referred 
out of the standard complaint process and to voluntary mediation to be 
conducted by an independent mediation service. 

u  This language passed in HB1016, a broader bill addressing law 
enforcement issues, in the 2016 Legislative Session. 



Police Youth Dialogue Circles 

u  Rather than responding to a specific incident,  
dialogue circles allow those involved to  
address the broader sense of mistrust  
between residents and officers 

u  Support relationship building and humanize  
members of the circle to each other  

u  Facilitated circles give everyone a chance  
to speak about their experiences and allow  
everyone to hear different perspectives on some divisive issues. 

u  Goal is to build a new understanding.   

u  The focus of the conversation is on individual experiences.   



Police Youth Dialogue Circles 

u  1 hour prep with youth 

u  1 hour prep with officers 

u  Two 2-hour sessions with officers and youth together 

u  Same number of officers and youth 

u  Begins with sharing personal experiences and stories not related to police/
community interactions.   

u  As trust is built, the group moves into stories that are about negative and positive 
interactions they have had with each other.   

u  The dialogue then shifts to what individuals could do differently in future interactions  

u  Some conversation about what overall changes could be made to the broader 
system. 



Police Youth Dialogue Circles 

u  Tested in Baltimore and Takoma Park 

u  Plans for expansion to other parts of 
the state. 

u  Beginning in January 2017, BPD will 
incorporate dialogues circles into in-
service trainings 



Collaborative Policy Development 

Baltimore Uprising 



Collaborative Policy Development 

u  Initial communication with Baltimore City Police Department 

u  Division of roles within the Community Mediation center  

u  Assemble facilitation team 

 
Preparation:  

u  Conversations with Baltimore Police Department 

u  Conversations with Community Members 



Collaborative Policy Development 

u  Interviews with Civilians 
and Police 

u  Individual members’ 
commitment 

u  Agenda building and 
meeting set up 

u  Scheduling 



Collaborative Policy Development 

u  Creating space for open 
and honest dialogue  

u  Pushing past the hard point 

u  Creating concrete and 
tangible outcomes 


